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Attainment of Programme outcomes, Programme specific outcomes and
course outcomes are evaluated by the institution

Government Lal Shyam Shah College, Manpur is affiliate to Hemchand Yadav University, Durg.
Our college offers three under-graduate courses i.e. Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Commerce and
Bachelor of Science. The post graduate courses offered by the college include M.A. Political

Science, M.A. Geography, M.A. Sociology, M.A. Hindi, M.A English and Master of Commerce.
The college follows the syllabus of Hemchand Yadav University, Durg for all the under graduate
and post graduate courses.
The college took care of the attainment to measure the Programme outcomes, Programme specific
outcomes and course outcomes and implemented the mechanism as follows

.The college followed the Academic Calendar

of our affiliated university.

The soft copy of syllabi and learning outcomes were communicated to the students.

The importance of the leaming outcomes has been communicated to the teachers at the
beginning of the session.

The students are also informed aboutthe learning outcomes by the teacher and hard copy
and soft copy of syllabi were communicated to the students well in advance at the

beginning of the session.
A l l the subject teachers maintained Academic Diary in every academic year.

The college took feedbacks from the Teachers as well as students.

The program outcomes and program specific outcomes and course outcome are assessed with the

help of various ways. This could be classified mainly into two methods i.e. direct and indirect
method.

Direct method: The attainment of Course outcome is measured in the college through direct

examinations or observations of student knowledge or skills. The knowledge and skills described

by the course outcomes are mapped to specific problems on the basis of Quarterly examination,
half-yearly examination and Final Examination. Students are also given project works and home

assignments from time to time.
Indirect Method: Programme outcomes and programme specific outcomes is measured by
observing the performance of the students in various competitions such as debates, seminars and

preparation of assignments, student study projects etc. The college regularly organizes difierent
competitions and motivates the students to participate in those programs. The students actively
engage in such extra-curricular activities and their performances have improved considerable
overtime.
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